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This book analyses four case studies of Holocaust memory
activism in Poland, contextualized within recent debates
about Polish-Jewish relations and approached through a
theoretical framework informed by critical theory. Three cases
are advocacy groups, each located in a different region of
Poland—Lublin, Kraków, and Sejny—and each group is
presented with attention to the local context and specific
dynamics of its vision and strategy. The fourth case study is
the state, which has emerged as a powerful memory actor.
Using research based on extensive fieldwork, including
interviews and direct observation, the author argues that
memory activism must grapple with emotional attachments to
identity if it is to move beyond a reconciliation paradigm.
Drawing on works from semiotics and critical trauma studies,
the volume analyzes the assumptions each memory actor
makes about three dimensions of Holocaust memory: 1) the
relationship of the individual to Polish national identity; 2) the
possibility of a reconciled Polish-Jewish history; and 3) the
assignment of traumatic suffering to a particular group or
event.
As one of Okinawa's most insightful writers and social critics,
Medoruma Shun has highlighted the problems and limits of
conventional representation of the Battle of Okinawa, raised
new questions and concerns about the nature of Okinawan
war memory, and expanded the possibilities of representing
war through his groundbreaking and prize-winning fiction,
editorials, essays, and speaking engagements. Yet, his
writing has not been analyzed in regard to how his
experience and identity as the child of two survivors of the
Battle of Okinawa have powerfully shaped his understanding
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of the war and his literary craft. This book examines
Okinawan war memory through the lens of Medoruma’s war
fiction, and pays particular attention to the issues of secondgeneration war survivorship and transgenerational trauma. It
explores how his texts contribute to knowledge about the war
and its ongoing effects — on survivors, their offspring, and the
larger community — in different ways from that of other modes
of representation, such as survivor testimony, historical
narrative, and realistic fiction. These dominant means of
memory making have played a major role in shaping the
various discourses about the war and the Battle of Okinawa,
yet these forms of public memory and knowledge often
exclude or avoid more personal, emotional, and traumatic
experiences. Indeed, Ikeda’s analysis sheds light on the
nature of trauma on survivors and their children who continue
to inhabit sites of the traumatic past, and in turn makes an
important contribution to studies on trauma and secondgeneration survivor experiences. This book will be of huge
interest to students and scholars of Asian literature, Japanese
literature, Japanese history, war memory and Okinawa.
Taking an in-depth look at the most current research on
memory of traumatic events, this book contains state-of-theart data in the controversial area of repressed memory.
Contributors, major figures in the field, integrate
multidisciplinary findings into proposals for coherent
treatment, and legal and social policy and practices.
Illustrates the critical association between pathological
dissociation and trauma, and provides a clear synthesis of
what is known about the psychobiology of dissociative
disorders and the effects of pathological dissociation on
cognition and memory. Amply illustrated with clinical
vignettes, it also offers an array of diagnostic and treatment
techniques.
The reconstruction of identity in post World War II Japan after
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the trauma of war, defeat and occupation forms the subject of
this latest volume in Brill's monograph series Japanese
Studies Library. Closely examining the role of fiction produced
during the Allied Occupation, Sharalyn Orbaugh begins with
an examination of the rhetoric of wartime propaganda, and
explores how elements of that rhetoric were redeployed
postwar as authors produced fiction linked to the redefinition
of what it means to be Japanese. Drawing on tools and
methods from trauma studies, gender and race studies, and
film and literary theory, the study traces important nodes in
the construction and maintenance of discourses of identity
through attention to writers' representations of the gaze, the
body, language, and social performance. This book will be of
interest to any student of the literary or cultural history of
World War II and its aftermath. "Japanese Fiction of the Allied
Occupation was awarded Choice Outstanding Academic Title
2007,"
How do contemporary African American authors relate
trauma, memory, and the recovery of the past with the
processes of cultural and identity formation in African
American communities?
Memories and Monsters explores the nature of the monstrous
or uncanny, and the way psychological trauma relates to
memory and narration. This interdisciplinary book works on
the borderland between psychology and philosophy, drawing
from scholars in both fields who have helped mould the
bourgeoning field of relational psychoanalysis and
phenomenological and existential psychology. The editors
have sought out contributions to this field that speak to the
pressing question: how are we to attend to and contend with
our monsters? The authors in this volume examine the ways
in which we might best relate to our monsters, and how the
legacies of ancient traumas and anxieties continue to affect
our current stories, memories and everyday practices.
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Covering such manifestations of the monstrous as racism,
crimes against humanity, trauma as portrayed in music and
art, and the Holocaust, this book explores the impact the
uncanny has on our individual and collective psyches. By
focusing on a very specific theme, and one that excites the
imagination, Memories and Monsters stokes the flames of an
important current movement in relational psychoanalysis. It
will appeal to psychoanalysts and psychoanalytic
psychotherapists, as well as professionals in psychology and
graduate school students and tutors in the fields of both
psychology and philosophy.
Acts of MemoryThe Victorians and BeyondCambridge
Scholars Publishing
Looking at Trauma: A Tool Kit for Clinicians is an easy-to-use,
engaging resource designed to address the challenges health
care professionals face in providing much-needed trauma
psychoeducation to clients with histories of childhood trauma.
Developed by trauma therapists Abby Hershler and Lesley
Hughes in collaboration with artist Patricia Nguyen and
biomedical communications specialist Shelley Wall, this book
presents twelve trauma treatment models accompanied by
innovative and engaging comics. The models help clinicians
provide practical information about the impacts of trauma to
their clients—and support those clients in understanding and
managing their distressing symptoms. Topics covered include
complex posttraumatic stress disorder, emotion regulation,
memory, relationship patterns, and self-care. Each chapter
features step-by-step instructions on how to use the
treatment models with clients; practical educational tips from
experienced clinicians in the field of childhood trauma;
interactive trauma education comics; a foundational
framework focused on care for the provider; and references
for further study. Intended for use in therapeutic, clinical, and
classroom settings, this book is a valuable resource for all
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healthcare workers. In particular, social workers,
psychotherapists, spiritual care providers, nurses,
occupational therapists, psychologists, primary care
physicians, and psychiatrists will find this tool kit
indispensable.
The question of the relation between the visual and the
textual in literature is at the heart of an increasing number of
scholarly projects, and in turn, the investigation of evolving
visual-verbal dynamics is becoming an independent
discipline. This volume explores these profound literary shifts
through the work of twelve talented, and in some cases,
emerging scholars who study text and image relations in
diverse forms and contexts. The inter-medial conjunctures
investigated in this book play with and against the traditional
roles of the visual and the verbal. The Future of Text and
Image presents explorations of the incorporation of visual
elements into works of literature, of visual writing modes, and
of the textuality and literariness of images. It focuses on the
special potential literature offers for the combination of these
two functions. Alongside examinations of major forms and
genres such as memoirs, novels, and poetry, this volume
expands the discussion of text and image relations into more
marginal forms, for instance, collage books, the PostSecret
collections of anonymous postcards, and digital poetry. In
other words, while exploring the destiny of text and image as
an independent discipline, this volume simultaneously looks
at the very literal future of text and image forms in an everchanging technological reality. The essays in this book will
help to define the emergent practices and politics of this
growing field of study, and at the same time, reflect the
tremendous significance of the visual in today’s image
culture.
In this interesting study, Jenny Edkins explores how we
remember traumatic events such as wars, famines,
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genocides and terrorism, and questions the assumed role of
commemorations as simply reinforcing state and nationhood.
Taking examples from the World Wars, Vietnam, the
Holocaust, Kosovo and September 11th, Edkins offers a
thorough discussion of practices of memory such as
memorials, museums, remembrance ceremonies, the
diagnosis of post-traumatic stress and the act of bearing
witness. She examines the implications of these
commemorations in terms of language, political power,
sovereignty and nationalism. She argues that some forms of
remembering do not ignore the horror of what happened but
rather use memory to promote change and to challenge the
political systems that produced the violence of wars and
genocides in the first place. This wide-ranging study
embraces literature, history, politics and international
relations, and makes a significant contribution to the study of
memory.
The volume encompasses eleven articles which discuss the
critical views that Polish and Russian women writers have
articulated with regard to the notion of experience and
constructions of femininity in the national imagination from the
19th to the 21st centuries. Major themes of the articles
include women s experiences as writers in the 19th century;
women s embodied experiences of a traumatic past; body
and sexuality in the different ages of women; political and
aesthetic discourses and femininity. Although the articles are
arranged in chronological order, they do not form an absolute
chronological or periodic continuum, i.e. from Romanticism to
Postmodernism, although references to certain aesthetic
periods are made. The authors of the articles reflect in detail
on how the women writers and their literary texts represent
different understandings and experiences in relation to
dominant perceptions, for example, of the memory of war, of
motherhood, of art and aesthetics, and so on. Readers are
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encouraged to seek parallels and continuities between the
different historical times and spaces; between women s
writing in Russia and Poland; between different scholarly
approaches and aims. The articles of this volume bring
together important critical standpoints in women s writing in
Poland and Russia, in which parallels, continuities, and
resemblances can be traced, but in which discontinuities,
breaks and differences also make themselves visible. Apart
from the conspicuous resemblances between individual
Russian and Polish women writers works, or even between
groups of women writers, the articles document the diversity
within Russian and Polish women s writing, respectively, and
even within individual writers.
'At last we have a book that provides a comprehensive
overview and assessment of the intersubjective turn in
psychoanalysis, showing its logical and clinical limitations and
exploring its social and cultural determinants. Bohleber
emphasizes the clinical importance of real traumatic
experience along with the analysis of the transference as he
reviews and broadens psychoanalytic theories of memory in
relation to advances in cognitive psychology and
neuroscience. Psychoanalytic ideas on personality,
adolescence and identity are re-thought and updated.
Bohleber brilliantly presents a unique understanding of
malignant narcissism and prejudice in relation to European
anti-Semitism and to contemporary religiously inspired
terrorist violence.'- Cyril Levitt, Dr Phil, Professor and former
Chair Department of Sociology, McMaster University
Hamilton, Ontario. Psychoanalyst in private practice, Toronto,
Ontario
Trauma Among Older Adults presents an integrative model of
treatment that considers current theories of treatment in light
of special considerations relating to elderly patients. The book
provides case studies, vignettes, and discussions, and
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demonstrates the importance of considering the personality,
memory, and familial history of an elderly individual who has
suffered a trauma.
As various critics have noted, the concept of memory was a
topic of immense importance for the Victorians; be it in the
form of remembrance, nostalgia, amnesia, or mourning. This
is nowhere more evident than in the literature of the period
where acts of memory provide the focal point in numerous
Victorian literary texts. For the Victorians, it seems, the act of
memory was indissociable from the art of literature. Acts of
Memory: The Victorians and Beyond engages with the
interconnections that existed between literature and memory
in the nineteenth century with nine lively, informative, and
accessible essays written by a combination of established
academics and up-and-coming scholars, as well as an
“Afterword” by Professor Roger Ebbatson. The essays in this
collection arise from an international conference held in
Birmingham in 2007, which generated considerable academic
interest and vibrant new work, and from selected papers a
refined and considered collection has been produced.
Discussing well-known literary figures, texts, and movements
(as well as some less well-known), alongside key theoretical,
psychological, and philosophical works, the essays in this
collection offer a rich, stimulating, and diverse exploration of
the concept of memory within (and at times beyond) the
Victorian era.
At the age of twelve, Sophie Caco is sent from her
impoverished village of Croix-des-Rosets to New York, to be
reunited with a mother she barely remembers. There she
discovers secrets that no child should ever know, and a
legacy of shame that can be healed only when she returns to
Haiti--to the women who first reared her. What ensues is a
passionate journey through a landscape charged with the
supernatural and scarred by political violence, in a novel that
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bears witness to the traditions, suffering, and wisdom of an
entire people.

Just Images: Ethics and the Cinematic charts current
developments within the field of ethics and the role it
plays in the study of moving images. It is the first
collection of essays of its kind that brings together
articles by film and media scholars from three continents,
and provides multiple points of engagement of film with
present and past histories, politics, myth making, and
with core aspects of human subjectivity. The essays
cover a wide range of topics, such as the European
Union; Europe during World War II and after; film genres;
the Israeli–Palestinian conflict; early American history,
and recent catastrophic events. The collection includes
an introductory chapter by Thomas Elsaesser as well as
chapters by Kristian Feigelson, Régine-Mihal Friedman,
Nurith Gertz and Gal Hermoni, Anton Kaes, Gertrud
Koch, Odeya Kohen-Raz, Lihi Nagler, Judd Ne’eman,
Bill Nichols, and Janet Walker. The contributors offer
different approaches to the issue of film and ethics and
ask whether there are specific characteristics of the
moving image, or of film scholarship, that relate to ethical
issues; and how discussing the engagement of both
narrative and documentary film with representations of
the Other, trauma, terrorism, the Holocaust, and the
Palestinian–Israeli conflict may contribute to the reshaping of past and current thoughts on these subjects.
In Trauma and Memory, bestselling author Dr. Peter
Levine (creator of the Somatic Experiencing approach)
tackles one of the most difficult and controversial
questions of PTSD/trauma therapy: Can we trust our
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memories? While some argue that traumatic memories
are unreliable and not useful, others insist that we
absolutely must rely on memory to make sense of past
experience. Building on his 45 years of successful
treatment of trauma and utilizing case studies from his
own practice, Dr. Levine suggests that there are
elements of truth in both camps. While acknowledging
that memory can be trusted, he argues that the only truly
useful memories are those that might initially seem to be
the least reliable: memories stored in the body and not
necessarily accessible by our conscious mind. While
much work has been done in the field of trauma studies
to address "explicit" traumatic memories in the brain
(such as intrusive thoughts or flashbacks), much less
attention has been paid to how the body itself stores
"implicit" memory, and how much of what we think of as
"memory" actually comes to us through our (often
unconsciously accessed) felt sense. By learning how to
better understand this complex interplay of past and
present, brain and body, we can adjust our relationship
to past trauma and move into a more balanced, relaxed
state of being. Written for trauma sufferers as well as
mental health care practitioners, Trauma and Memory is
a groundbreaking look at how memory is constructed
and how influential memories are on our present state of
being.
Relates the impact of trauma on the body to the
phenomenon of somatic memory. The book illuminates
the value of understanding the psychophysiology of
trauma for both therapists and their traumatised clients. It
progresses from relevant theory to applicable practice.
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In 1996, representatives from 27 different countries met
in Jerusalem to share ideas about traumatic stress and
its impact. For many, this represented the first dialogue
that they had ever had with a mental health professional
from another country. Many of the attendees had
themselves been exposed to either personal trauma or
traumatizing stories involving their patients, and
represented countries that were embroiled in conflicts
with each other. Listening to one another became
possible because of the humbling humanity of each
participant, and the accuracy and objectivity of the data
presented. Understanding human traumatization had
thus become a common denomi nator, binding together
all attendees. This book tries to capture the spirit of the
Jerusalem World Conference on Traumatic Stress,
bringing forward the diversities and commonalties of its
constructive discourse. In trying to structure the various
themes that arose, it was all too obvious that paradigms
of different ways of conceiving of traumatic stress should
be addressed first. In fact, the very idea that
psychological trauma can result in mental health
symptoms that should be treated has not yet gained
universal acceptability. Even within medicine and mental
health, competing approaches about the impact of
trauma and the origins of symptoms abound. Part I
discusses how the current paradigm of traumatic stress
disorder developed within the historical, social, and
process contexts. It also grapples with some of the
difficulties that are presented by this paradigm from
anthropologic, ethical, and scientific perspectives.
This book explores the memorializing practices of
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American veterans of the Vietnam War at several of the
most significant contemporary sites of memory in the
United States and Vietnam. These sites include
veterans' memoirs, museum exhibits, replicas of the
National Vietnam Veterans Memorial, and tourism to
Vietnam. Because war memorializing has, since the late
1960s, shifted focus from national soul searching to
personal identity and recovery, I emphasize how
contemporary narratives of the war, shaped more by
memory than by history, often are detached from the
specific history of the war and its political controversies.
Drawing on trauma and cultural memory scholarship, as
well as empirical data gathered during field research in
the U.S. and Vietnam, the author examines how
veterans' memorializing practices have become
increasingly individualized, commodified, and
conservative since the early 1980s.
For both clinicians and their clients there is tremendous
value in understanding the psychophysiology of trauma
and knowing what to do about its manifestations. This
book illuminates that physiology, shining a bright light on
the impact of trauma on the body and the phenomenon
of somatic memory. It is now thought that people who
have been traumatized hold an implicit memory of
traumatic events in their brains and bodies. That memory
is often expressed in the symptomatology of
posttraumatic stress disorder-nightmares, flashbacks,
startle responses, and dissociative behaviors. In
essence, the body of the traumatized individual refuses
to be ignored. While reducing the chasm between
scientific theory and clinical practice and bridging the gap
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between talk therapy and body therapy, Rothschild
presents principles and non-touch techniques for giving
the body its due. With an eye to its relevance for
clinicians, she consolidates current knowledge about the
psychobiology of the stress response both in normally
challenging situations and during extreme and prolonged
trauma. This gives clinicians from all disciplines a
foundation for speculating about the origins of their
clients' symptoms and incorporating regard for the body
into their practice. The somatic techniques are chosen
with an eye to making trauma therapy safer while
increasing mind-body integration. Packed with engaging
case studies, The Body Remembers integrates body and
mind in the treatment of posttraumatic stress disorder. It
will appeal to clinicians, researchers, students, and
general readers.
The end of the twentieth century and the turn of the new
millennium witnessed an unprecedented flood of
traumatic narratives and testimonies of suffering in
literature and the arts. Graphic novels, free at last from
long decades of stern censorship, helped explore these
topics by developing a new subgenre: the trauma
graphic novel. This book seeks to analyze this trend
through the consideration of five influential graphic
novels in English. Works by Paul Hornschemeier, Joe
Sacco, Art Spiegelman, Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons
will be considered as illustrative examples of the
representation of individual, collective, and political
traumas. This book provides a link between the
contemporary criticism of Trauma Studies and the
increasingly important world of comic books and graphic
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novels.
With reference to recent neurological research into PostTraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) using new imaging
technologies and models of implicit and explicit memory
systems developed from this research, The Performance
of Trauma in Moving Image Art examines the capacity of
an artist’s cinema of experimental and avant-garde film
to perform and communicate traumatic experience. De
Bruyn analyses key films from the 1940s to the present
that perform aspects of overwhelming experience
through their approach, structure, content and perceptual
impact, mapping a trajectory from analogue to
contemporary digital moving image practice. He argues
for the inclusion of Peter Gidal’s 1970s conception of
‘materialist film’ into the genre of ‘trauma cinema’
through its capacity to articulate un-locatability and
perceptually perform dis-orientation and a flashback
effect, all further identified here as key characteristics of
digital moving image practice. The discussion explores
the following questions. Can ‘materialist film’ model
traumatic memory and perform the traumatic flashback?
Does the capacity to articulate trauma’s un-speakability
and invisibility give this practice a renewed relevance in
digital media’s preoccupation with surface and the
impact of information overload? De Bruyn’s
phenomenological ‘traumatic’ reading of materialist film
steps beyond Gidal’s original anti-illusionist rationale to
incorporate critiques effectively mounted against it by the
founders of a ‘70s feminist psychoanalytic countercinema. This contemporary re-reading further reevaluates the Minimalist turn in painting and sculpture
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after the Second World War, arguing that this
development is not essentialist or visionary but makes
visible the implicit mechanisms of denial and erasure at
the core of traumatic remembering. For de Bruyn, the
initial traumatic impact of industrialization on the body’s
perceptual apparatus, traceable through the advent of
cinema and train travel, is communicated by such
moving image art. The development of digital technology
marks a new cycle of such perceptual re-balancing for
which materialist film is uniquely positioned and which it
critically addresses.
Expressive Therapy with Traumatized Children offers
students in training and professionals an array of sensitive
and creative ways to help even their most challenging
patients. Klorer’s rich and highly accessible narrative
seamlessly weaves together theory, research, and cases into
an invaluable resource.
Creating safety, hope, and secure attachment to transform
traumatic memories. What makes trauma therapy effective?
The answers might surprise you. While therapists have been
bombarded with brain science, hundreds of new models, and
pressure to use evidence-based techniques, research has
demonstrated that the therapeutic relationship ultimately
predicts therapy outcomes. This is especially true for
traumatized clients. But, what kind of therapeutic
relationship? Forming a secure therapeutic alliance with
traumatized clients is tricky. How do you help clients trust you
after they’ve been abused, betrayed, or exploited? How do
you instill hope and convince clients who’ve been devastated
by loss to believe that a better life is possible? In this
accessible guide, Courtney Armstrong distills discoveries
from attachment theory, brain science, and post-traumatic
growth into practical strategies you can use to: 1) build trust
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and a secure therapeutic relationship; 2) transform traumatic
memories into stories of triumph and courage; and 3) help
clients cultivate resilience and a positive post-trauma identity.
Packed with dozens of scripts, step-by-step worksheets, and
inspiring client stories, this book gives you tools for each
phase of the trauma therapy process and shows you how to:
Engage and motivate clients based on their attachment style
Manage trauma-related dissociation, anxiety, and anger
Transform traumatic memories so they no longer haunt your
client Work with different types of trauma, from sexual abuse
to traumatic grief Evoke inner resources for healing and
positive emotional states Counter compassion fatigue and
burnout so youcan thrive as a therapist Merely talking about a
traumatic event is not enough because the parts of the brain
where traumatic, implicit memories are stored don’t
understand words. Heartfelt, relational experiences catalyze
brain change and buffer the impact of trauma. In this book,
Armstrong demonstrates that neuroscience is validating what
therapists have suspected all along: the brain changes
through the heart.
The recent rise of global antisemitism, Holocaust denial, and
American white nationalism has created a dangerous
challenge to Holocaust public memory on an unprecedented
scale. This book is a timely exploration of the ways in which
next-generation Holocaust survivors combine old and new
media to bring newer generations of audiences into active
engagement with Holocaust histories. Readers have been
socialized to expect memorialization artifacts about the
Holocaust to come in the form of diaries, memoirs, photos, or
documentaries in which gender is often absent or
marginalized. This book shows a complex process of
remembering the past that can positively shift our orientations
toward others. Using gender, performance, and rhetoric as a
frame, Lisa Costello questions public memory as gender
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neutral while showing how new forms of memorialization like
digital archives, YouTube posts, hybrid memoirs, and small
films build emotional connections that bring us closer to the
past.
In this volume leading academics explore the relationship
between the experiences of terror and helplessness, the way
in which survivors remember and the representation of these
memories in the language and form of their life stories.
Through its unique kaleidoscopic lens, this book analyzes the
work of Algeria’s first postcolonial woman writer to publish a
novel in Arabic, Ahlam Mosteghanemi. Her novels Memory in
the Flesh and Chaos of the Senses return to the trauma of
the Algerian War of Independence to address the lingering
anxieties of national belonging and memory in postcolonial
Algeria at a time when the nation is caught between two
forces: entrenched bureaucratic-political elites and populist
Islamists, who imagine a return to a pre-modern, utopian
past. This book argues that Mosteghanemi’s polyphonic
narratives reveal that national narratives are always
multiple—“unity” is not one, all-encompassing narrative, but
instead an ever-evolving Bakhtinian dialogism
accommodating multiple perspectives, memories, and stories.
The study interprets Mosteghanemi’s metaphor of the bridge
as a powerful device for exploring tensions between reality
and imagination, exile and belonging, and traditional concepts
of gender in ways that reimagine nationhood and gesture
towards a new, collective future.
Loss is the core experience which determines the identity of
Kazuo Ishiguro’s narrators and shapes their subsequent
lives. Whether a traumatic ordeal, an act of social
degradation, a failed relationship or a loss of home, the
painful event serves as a sharp dividing line between the
earlier, meaningful past and the period afterwards, which is
infused with a sense of lack, dissatisfaction and nostalgia.
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Ishiguro’s narrators have been unable to confine their loss to
the past and remain preoccupied by its legacy, which ranges
from suppressed guilt to a keen sense of failure or
disappointment. Their immersion in the past finds expression
in the narratives which they weave in order to articulate,
justify or merely understand their experiences. Their
reconstructions of the past are interpreted as exercises in
misremembering and self-deception which enable them to
sustain their illusions and save them from despair. Revisiting
Loss is the first book-length study of memory encompassing
Ishiguro’s entire novelistic output. It adopts a highly
interdisciplinary approach, combining a selection of
philosophical (Jacques Derrida, Paul Ricoeur, and Jean
Starobinski) and psychological perspectives (Sigmund Freud,
Frederic Bartlett, Jacques Lacan, and Daniel L. Schacter).
The book offers a thoroughly researched critical survey
drawing on all published critical monographs and collections
of academic articles on Ishiguro’s work.
This volume offers a collection of essays focused upon the
representation of one of the most traumatic events in the
history of India?the 1947 Partition?in literature and
cinematographic adaptations. The focus here is placed on
various strategies of representation and different types of
memory at work in the process of remembering/re-membering
Partition. All these avoid the traditional Hindu vs. Muslim
perspective, and analyse other sides of the same story, seen
from the perspective of marginal people belonging to other
religious minorities, whose stories have generally been
ignored and silenced by the official historical discourse. The
book also demonstrates that the multiple “truths” engendered
by this crucial event in India’s history lie along “improbable
lines” randomly generated between history, amnesia and
memory, between personal drama and collective trauma, loss
and rupture, religion and nationalism, and longing and
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belonging.
Eye Movement Integration Therapy is the first book on the
subject, introducing one of the most innovative and effective
new treatments available to psychotherapists today. " a
splendid, coherent analysis" Marlene E. Hunter MD FCFP(C)
Trauma is one of the most important topics discussed
throughout the clinical, social and cultural field. Social
traumatization, as we meet it in the aftermath of genocide,
war and persecution, is targeted at whole groups and thus
affects the individual's immediate holding environment,
cutting it off from an important resilience factor; further on,
social trauma is implemented in a societal context, thus
involving the surrounding society in the traumatic process.
Both conditions entail major consequences for the impact and
prognosis of the resulting individual posttraumatic disorders
as well as for the social and cultural consequences. The
volume connects clinical and epidemiological studies on the
sequelae of social trauma to reflections from social
psychology and the humanities. Post-war and post-dictatorial
societies are in particular marked by the effects of massive,
large group traumatization, and if these are not
acknowledged, explored, and mourned, the unprocessed
cumulative trauma that has become deeply embedded in the
collective memory leads to periodical reactivations. To
address social trauma, an interdisciplinary approach is
required.
"Beginning in 1993 with Artaud: Blows and Bombs, Stephen
Barber has quietly, independently forged one of the most
singular and enriching bodies of work in contemporary
writing." -David Peace Over the three decades since 1990,
Stephen Barber has written many essays and experimental
writings around film and digital arts. For the first time, this
collection in two parts assembles all of those writings, many
otherwise unavailable, over seventy in all. Many of those
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writings explore unknown elements of vital bodies of work that
remain inspirational for contemporary art, writing and film.
Others interrogate the transmutations of cities - especially
those of Europe and of Japan - across those three decades,
anatomizing their urban futures. These writings are often
residues from, or accompaniments to, Stephen Barber’s
thirty books, short writings which possess their own distinctive
and accumulating presence, and can display the interrogative
resilience to explore preoccupations with greater intensity and
pointedness than an entire book. THE RESIDUES, PART
TWO collects 30 writings on subjects including JG Ballard,
Pier Paolo Pasolini, Donald Richie, and much more.
An expert on traumatic stress outlines an approach to
healing, explaining how traumatic stress affects brain
processes and how to use innovative treatments to reactivate
the mind's abilities to trust, engage others, and experience
pleasure-This book argues for the importance of popular music in
negotiations of national identity, and Germanness in
particular.
Post-traumatic stress is like nothing ever experienced before.
Your sense of security is burst completely, and you feel
utterly vulnerable and out of control - if not worthless or
worse. PTSD is not a mental disorder, but rather a normal
reaction to an abnormal event. Covering the symptoms and
the history of its discovery, this practical guide will help you
understand this puzzling condition, and enable you to take
steps towards being free of it.
On a routine assignment, Art Loss Register investigator,
William Forbes discovers a famous painting in the possession
of a struggling artist. As he back tracks through the
provenance a link is discovered to an owner who simply gave
it away. As Forbes endeavors to discover why; it appears that
Vladimir Chekov, Russia’s president elect holds the secret to
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the mystery. Forbes’s investigation takes him to Dubai,
where a veil of secrecy is drawn ever closer.And then to
Bangkok where Forbes discovers the past is not always
history
This volume brings together Ron Eyerman’s most important
interventions in the field of cultural trauma and offers an
accessible entry point into the origins and development of this
theory and a framework of an analysis that has now achieved
the status of a research paradigm. This collection of disparate
essays, published between 2004 and 2018, coheres around
an original introduction that not only provides a historical
overview of cultural trauma, but is also an important
theoretical contribution to cultural trauma and collective
identity in its own right. The Afterword from esteemed
sociologist Eric Woods connects the essays and explores
their significance for the broader fields of sociology,
behavioral science, and trauma studies..
People's lives can be turned upside down in a moment.
Whether it's a car accident, a terminal illness or the death of a
family member, practitioners working across the people
professions frequently find themselves working with service
users, patients and clients who are survivors of trauma. How
people deal with these life changes differs from one person to
the next and there is no blanket explanation. Understanding
Trauma and Resilience addresses the multifaceted nature of
trauma by bringing together the many theoretical perspectives
that explain how people cope with traumatic life experiences.
Ranging between attachment, person-centred and antioppressive approaches, each chapter takes a contemporary
approach and provides students and practitioners with an indepth analysis of the histories, core assumptions and
critiques of each perspective. Rich in theory and practice,
case examples and case scenarios run throughout to
demonstrate the integration of each approach in to real-life
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practice and to illustrate the different responses to trauma.
Whether you are a student or practitioner of counselling,
social work or mental health, this book provides the
foundations for understanding people's responses and
resilience against traumatic life experiences.
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